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Levantine Arabic transcript: 

 
�  . ا(��ر#1 4" #123 ا(0/.،,$(+* ا()$!' ا%#$#": ! �
 یJ, "KD.وح N2O ، و,J.وح، ی) "KD�J, $+ $ ا(+IE، آ3* ا(3?م ا(D$دي A3B ،CDEF ی$ ح�?دي >; ("،::ی8: أ6'

   و4" ا(��ر#1 یKD"؟، !J, RV+ $ ا(+U ،IE? ا(RSTت ا(PJ, "2?ی/$،ا(��ر1#
�� ! :IE+)ا $ +, "Uأول إ،"/Zو ;PS, ،.[\, ر#1، ,.وح��ی/$ ,.وح ,_/^ ح$(" TO$ن أروح N2O ا(�D, .  
 !J،;E< ، $! ;E< RV.وح N2O ا(��ر) 1#�U ،, $? ا(RSTت ا(PJ, "2$وی/$ 4" ا(��ر#1، 4" ا(��رA3B،1# >2": أ6'

� !$ ی)a2 ا(�وام؟، و,$( +a،ی2E` ا(�وامD,و   
��یg ا( +a، یf/! "KD أf/)cP, ،83#$6 $6 إذا آ$ن K32O$ إE<،"U; !$ ی2E` ا(�وام ,c, "dJ2ص $,": ! �E, ، "KDی 

8P�خ g3dE8،یJ# أو ،i?2ر#1 ح��یg ,.وح !g ا(��رN2O 1# . أE , $6/$ %6? 34/$ أ3U$ء حi?2، وDEB$ ه" ا(�D, 
 a6ش و$K[)اi��ی/$ ,.U "2 F?ي..::یN2O..8 ا(?حD,،fأو ح ./m $36��ا، ,.F$ح، ,.F$ح U?ي إذا آn6$ ا(SJ, ، gی�D,و 

"2O "2)درو#" ا N2O أ.d, 2" أح2/$،,.وحO ;o$P! ي.  اذا�KO NdE$ ی�أو>$ت ا(\.اغ (،.+D)ا n<أو>$ت ا(\.اغ ، و 
Z �KO 32" ,.وحO "2)أص $,"،3.ا6"ا �KO ،f/D! AD2, ،C33$ء هU2" أO 33/$، اذاqd, وح.,  .$P�)ا �KO gی�D,و، 

� !r أه2"Dd, "KDی?ن،ی^\J)ا N2O ج.\J, ،$/2�D, $/2�O2" أO "2)3$ء اU%ا .  
 >; (" U? 6?ع ا(?o$m* ا(D, "2]?ك إی$ه$ اw#$د#83 وU? 6?ع اJ!u $6$ت ا(D, "2]?ك إی$ه$ ،A3B ی$ ح�?دي: أ6'
�ر#8؟,�)$  

� !RV ,$(.ی$ض3$ت ,yJ?ن !y, ، ;o$P; إ2D)$, ،"U?م، ,$(D.,"،ا(?o$m* ا(D, "2]?6$ إی$ه$ ,yJ?ن ,$(.ی$ض3$ت: ! �
.  أ3U$ء هC3، ویy?ن N2O 4" ا(D.," أ#{12 دروس أخ}6$ه$، !o$P; ا(.ی$ض3$ت !_)$, RV�r وا(].ح،2Oّ" أح2/$

Aاآ?y)ا "KD2?م یD)$,، "2)3$ء اU%ا gO "KDن ی?y)ء وا%رض،4" ا$�P)ا gO ،3$ءUأ C3وه  .  
  A3B ی$ ح�?دي U? أآV. إE J, "U? 4" ا(��ر#1؟: أ6'
�� ! :?E , "Uإ .Vأآ،;V! .3Vآ $/E , $6ا a+3... 4" حV2?م وح+1 ا(.ی$ض3$ت ,.ض?ا..آD)ح+1 ا ;V!، "6% 

 وأgO f2O ،یKD" أDF.ف 32O/$. 3. وا(y?اآA اE , $6/$ آK, ،V?خ} gO ا(y?اآA،ح+1 ا(2D?م !A , .RV ا(.ی$ض3$ت
 و, A أح; ا(�o$P; ،و4" ا(.ی$ض3$ت !o$P! A , RV; ا(Pd�1 و!o$P; ا(q.ب.  وgO ا(K_?م،ا%3U$ء ا(2" 4" ا(y?ن

.3V6$ت. آ$ J!u1،أ!$ 4" اO?KJ! 6$ت$ J!خ} إ?K, $K8، �4حP�خ g! ن?yJ, 83!?6$ت ی$ J!إ "KDأی$م ی "Uن اول إ?yJ,  .
.  وه" ,yJ?ن !g ار,g3D،. و:خ. إyJ, "U?ن ا!J $6$ت ا(\+yJ, ،132?ن !TO g.یg، ,.ض?ا U/.ی8و,K?خ} إ!J $6$ت

 !$ ، واn6$ J!u ا%خi.3 ه" ,yJ?ن U?ي ص8ED و,�ه$ درا#8،وا%#$i{F یKD" هPd, f�?ا آy, *3?6?ا ا(RD!$ت
g/).d6 $6إ n<و $KD! ن?yن ی$TO ة�  .,K?خ} إw ح+1 وح

   یyJ, "KD.ه?ا ,$(��ر#1؟،آV. إE J, "U?ش gO ا(��رA3B1# ی$ ح�?دي U? ا: أ6'
� و,.وح !.ات ,cP(?ا ه$ي ، !$ , A ا6?، یKD" !.ات ا%#J$ذ !$ /4�cP! RV! "K(1،اUu" ا(y, "2.ه?ا: ! �
1)cP�)ر#1. ا��6$ 6+* ,_?ز اwوwد هC3 ی�اT4?6" وإU"،أو أ3U$ء ,$(�, $Kاذا آ IE+)ا RV! ، ه$ي A , $! 
  .  یKD" وهRSU C3ت، یd, "KD?ل (�وwد،یKD" , $ول إ6" اخ\* !K/$ ،ا(RSTت

�ر#1: أ6'�)$, ��یZ g! ا?J�2DFو CE_Oأ "J6أ "KDی "U3. إVأآ ?U ?دي�ح A3B، CE_Oا وأ?J�2DF "Uأخ. إ "KDی 
�ر1#�)$, .3V3. آVآ .  

� ، gO ا(T.ایgO ،g3 ا(A2d،1 ا(_2DF fP�gO n أP6_، وأ3U$ء داخ; ا(EK$ت،أخ. إ2DF "U�J?ا gO أ3U$ء ,$(EK$ت: ! �
�ي ه" ا(2D?م،أ3U$ء یKD" آ2/$ أخ}2D)$, $/F?م. gO ا%و13O ا(�!?ی1KO 12q\�)$دة ا�ه" ا( "KD$دة .  ی�ا( "KDوه$ي ی

$/34 "U ;ف آ.DFأ A , $6ا.  
�ی�،ر1#� U? اصAD إU" 4" ا(�،A3B ی$ ح�?دي: أ6'Z g! "KDی  .\F C32O ADص Nd,ا و?J�2DF "Uإ ADا؟أص?�/  
�� ! :13,.D)1 اS2)4" ا "Uإ ADاب،أص.Ouا gO {6?خ $Kو,/$، %6$ آ$Zف أ.Oا nK12 !$ آ}#%ا gO {6?خ $Kآ ، 

   (}(C آnK یKD" !.ات أروح أ#$ل ا%#$F}ة ،32d4; !$ آnK أZ$و,/$
  
 

 



English translation: 

 
Hammoudeh:  I’m in fifth grade.  My school is in Seilat al Thaher. 
 
Anas:  Okay, Hammoudeh, so tell me: what’s your normal day like?  -- When you get up 
in the morning and go to school? What do you do when you get up, and what do you do 
in school? 
 
Hammoudeh:  The first thing I do when I get up in the morning is I wash my face.  I go 
have breakfast.  Then, I go get ready to go to school.   
 
Anas:  Okay, so tell me: what kinds of things do you do at school?  -- For example, 
before the day starts and during classes, and after class.…?   
 
Hammoudeh:  Before class starts, I find my friends, and I ask them if we had anything 
important to do that I forgot.  Then classes start -- maybe five or six.  And of course the 
school is nice, I like it.  There are nice things in it.  Then I go home from school between 
12:30 and 1.  And then I relax a little – I relax a little if it’s noon, or if it’s hot.  I relax; I 
have lunch, and I then I go study what I need to study, what I need to study.  I solve the 
math problems I have to solve.  -- Free time, when I have it, in the evening … in the 
evening, or in my free time, I go over to the neighbors,’ I see my friends; I play with 
them.  That’s how I spend my free time.  And then at night [I] sit with my family; we 
watch television, and I do the things I need to do. 
 
Anas:  Okay, Hammoudeh, tell me: what kinds of homework do they give you at school?  
What kinds of tests do they give you at school? 
 
Hammoudeh:  The homework they give us is in math, Arabic, science -- in everything.  
For example, in math the homework is problems I have to solve – math problems, for 
example, adding and multiplying.  In Arabic I have questions about lessons we have had, 
things like that.  In science it’s about the planets, about the things in the universe, about 
the sky and the earth – things like that.   
 
Anas:  Okay, Hammoudeh, what do you like most about school? 
 
Hammoudeh:  The thing I like most …. There are classes I like a lot, like science class 
and math class, too, because I like math.  In science class, for example, we learn about 
the planets, and I really like the planets.  -- I mean, getting to know about them and 
learning about the things there are in the universe and about the stars.  And in math I like 
division and multiplication problems, and I like those kinds of questions a lot.  As for 
tests, we take different kinds of tests.  They are … the everyday tests are out of a scale of 
five.  We also have monthly tests that are out of twenty.  The most important tests are the 
semester tests and they are out of forty. The teachers divide up the grades.  And the end-
of-semester tests are a little hard, and you have to study for those.  We only have one 
class, so we have time to study for them.   
 



Anas:  Okay, Hammoudeh: what do you not like about school?  What do you hate about 
school? 
 
Hammoudeh:  Something I don’t like is sometimes if the teacher doesn’t help me 
understand the questions – sometimes I will ask about those questions.  Or some things in 
school, like in the morning  -- sometimes the kids will play rough with me or stuff like 
that.  I don’t like that.  I try not to do those kinds of things and I tell them.  Stuff like that. 
 
Anas:  Okay, Hammoudeh: what’s the most … what did you like the most that you 
learned at school?  What was the last thing you learned that you liked a whole lot at 
school?   
 
Hammoudeh:  The last thing I learned was about plants and things inside plants; about 
the body, the heart, the veins – all the things I did in science.  That’s my favorite subject 
– science.  And I like learning everything about this subject.   
 
Anas:  Okay, Hammoudeh: what’s the hardest thing you learned at school?    
 
Hammoudeh:  The hardest thing is in Arabic, because we were learning about grammar, 
and we had questions I didn’t know how to answer.  It was very seldom that I knew the 
answers.  So sometimes I would go ask the teachers or the other kids in my class about 
these things that maybe their brothers or sisters knew about -- things like that.  They 
would answer the questions for me. 
 
Anas:  Okay, Hammoudeh: tell me, when you finish school and go home, what do you do 
before you go to bed?  When you go home, what do you do?  Do you play with your 
friends, or eat?  Tell me: when you go home from school and get home, what do you do?   
 
Hammoudeh:  I go home and I eat.  Then if I have free time I play with my friends and 
neighbors.  Or if they’re not home, or if they went somewhere else, I watch TV; I watch 
programs or the news – things like that.  Then in the evening the weather is usually nicer, 
and I see if maybe we will go up the mountain, we’ll go visit my relatives, my aunts and 
uncles.  Then … I spend my time doing these things.  Then at night, I spend time with my 
family and we talk about things. -- Or our relatives might come over, people we haven’t 
seen for a while.  And then I sit until dinner or around 9 o’clock, or 8 o’clock, because I 
have to get up early to go to school.  I sleep.  I go to my bed, and I sleep. 
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